A long, rugged coastline, vast bays
of glorious beaches and a secretive,
almost mystical interior is the lasting
impression of Brittany.
This most westward region of France,
where the Bretons speak their ancient
language and carry on age-old traditions,
always seems a little out of step with
mainstream France. But the many
attractions welcome visitors in their
thousands year after year.

Picturesque riverside town with cobbled
streets and half-timbered houses.
Visit the Festival de Cornouaille, Quimper from
19-27 July 2008 which brings the medieval
heart of the town alive with traditional entertainment and colourful street parades.

Famous prehistoric standing stones close
to the popular seaside resort.

DINAN
Wonderfully preserved medieval town.

GOLFE DE MORBIHAN
A large inland sea dotted with islands, best
explored by boat from Vannes.
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Multimedia entertainment describing
the mystery of the amazing standing stones.

AQUARIUM, ST MALO
With sharks and 360 degree panoramic tank.

CREPES & GALETTES
Excellent traditional snack served plain
or with either a savoury or sweet filling.

CIDER
Traditional drink often supped from
a small ‘boule’ or bowl!

Impressive fortresses on the medieval border
of France and Brittany.

ST MALO
PINK GRANITE COAST

Beautiful Renaissance buildings around
a central village square.

Superb selection widely available especially
lobster, mussels, oysters and langoustines
all fresh from the days catch.

FOUGÈRES

Cruise from Benodet along what is often
regarded as France’s most beautiful river.

LOCRONAN

Indoor aquatic centre plus outdoor activities.

Pretty seaside resort with the offshore island
of Batz worth a visit.

Walled citadel looking across pretty bay.

Dramatic headland near Quimper, most westerly
point in mainland France.

SEAFOOD

ARCHÈOSCOPE, CARNAC

RIVER ODET

POINTE DU RAZ

AMORIPARK, BÈGARD

Massive marine aquarium with an amazing
array of underwater life!

ROSCOFF
QUIMPER

Tasty Breton treats

OCÈANOPOLIS, BREST

CARNAC

Places to go

Family Fun

Strangely eroded rocks scattered along the shore
around Perros Guirec.

LA BAULE
Smart seaside resort and yachting marina
with a large sweep of sandy beach and tree
lined avenues.

CONCARNEAU
Large fishing port with lovely old quarter
enclosed by granite ramparts.

CROZON PENINSULAR
One of the most impressive stretches
of Breton coastline, with rocky cliffs and marvellous sandy beaches.
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